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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report the third in a series of research studies on

second language acquisition--aspects of the Russian linguistic system as
1

learned by American students.~ The first report dealt with learning to

discriminate between auditorily presented consonant phonemes in CV pairs.

The subject was to say whether the two members of each pair were the same or

different in sound. The second report investigated vowel matching in a

multiple choice situation. A monosyllabic Russian word was presented

auditorily, followed by four response alternatives, also monosyllables.

On each trial the subject indicated which alternative had the same vowel

sound as the stimulus. The data from these two studies were subjected to

quantitative and linguistic analyses (Suppes, Crothers, and Weir, 1962a, b).

Both experiments dealt only with the learning of phonological features of

the language, since no orthographic representations were employed.

The aim of the present study was to extend our investigation to include

the learning of audi.tory-visual associ.ations. On each trial" a Russian word

was played over a tape recorder, and the sub,ject .saw three printed Russian

words in the Cyrillic alphabet on a dittoed sheet. His task was to circle

the alternative which had a certain feature in common with the auditory

stimulus word (e.g., the same stressed vowel). The critical feature varied

from list to list, and at the start of each list the subject waS instructed

appropriately. After responding, lIe saw the correct answer.

1 The research reported herein was conduct.ed pursuant to contract SAE 9514
between Stanford University' and the U.S. Office of Education, and was also
partially supported by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
We wish to acknowledge the assistance of Elise Belenky in preparing and
conducting the experiment.



The possibility of presenting phonemic transcription as an experimental

variable suggested itself. There seems to be little experimental evidence

on the effectiveness of phonemic transcription in facilitating second

language learning. Furthermore, since the tasks associated with second

language learning are varied, the question must be raised whether phonemic

transcription aids in the particular task we are presently considering,

namely, auditory-visual recognition. Since most of the Cyrillic shapes were

new to the subjects, it seemed reasonable to assume that recognition of

auditory stimuli would be facilitated if the subject could see familiar

visual representations. Thus,phonemic transcription could serve here as a

mediating agent. That is, the hypothesized learning process could be:

Russian (aUditory) <--> Roman characters (visual) <.-> Cyrillic characters

(visual) .

However, one can advance at least two counterarguments to the

assertion that phonemic transcription is beneficial. First, the second

link in the above hypothetical mediation chain, that between the English

character and the corresponding Cyrillic character, might be difficult to

learn. Second, it is possible that the presence of transcription encourages

over-reliance on the transcription at the expense of learning the auditory

Cyrillic association. To evaluate the efficiency of transcription, two

experiments were run. In Experiment I, one group of subjects was given

training lists with the transcription printed above each word, and a second

group learned without transcription. During the fifth experimental session,

both groups were tested without transcription. In Experiment II, we sought

to avoid overemphasizing the transcription by presenting it on only half

of the trials.
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Another question raised in Experiment I was whether additional

auditory exposures would facilitate learning. Therefore, the transcription

and no-transcription groups were each divided into twon'llbgrj)ups, '9ne with

and gne without" auditory presentations of the choice alternatives.

A further aim of Experiment I was to gather data on the relative

difficulty of phonemic discriminatio~s in varying shapes of words and at
,I ,-

different places in the word. Thus, the stimuli were of eve, evev, evev,

etc. shapes. Hence, different tasks were presented. For example, the task

might be recognition of the final consonant, matching of the stressed or

unstressed vowel, or matching of entire words, dep~nding on the particular

experimental list. Each subject received a sequence of lists which differed

in the type of stimulus involved. Because of this periodic introduction

of new material,it was not possible to collect adequate data on any one

task to permit detailed testing of mathematical learning models.

Experiment II was limited to the task used in the final lists of

Experiment I, word recognition in sentences. In addition to continuing

the investigation of transcription, a second question asked was whether

there would be any sustained improvement in performance if a second learning

session were given one day after the first session, compared to a second

session two weeks after the first session. One would not necessarily

expect to find a permanent difference, since relearning during the second

session could abolish any differences which appeared at the start of that

sessiono

Briefly, then, both Experiments I and II were 2 x 2 factorial designs.

Presence vs. absence of phonemic transcription was one variable in both

experiments. The second variable in Experiment I was presence vs. absence

of auditory presentation of the choice alternatives. In Experiment II the

second variable was short vs. long inter~session interval.



2 0 EXPERIMENT I2

Method

Subjects and experimental design. Seventy-eight students enrolled in

the summer session at Stanford University served as SUbjects. 3 All were public

school teachers. One group consisted of elementary school teachers enrolled

in Spanish classes which did not have foreign language prerequisites. The

other group consisted of high school teachers of either French or Spanish

whose objectives at the university were to improve their language skill and

to acquaint themselves with new teaching techniques and applications of

linguistics to second language teaching. More than half of the participants

in both programs worked toward advanced degrees. About two thirds of the

subjects were women, .ranging in age from about 25 to 55. Participation in the

experiment was part of their regular summer session work load.

Four groups of subjects heard a Russian stimulus word or sentence and

saw the Cyrillic choice alternatives typed in capital letters. The groups

were differentiated according to whether supplementary phonemic transcription

of the alternatives and/or auditory presentation of the alternatives were

provided. That is, the presence vs. absence of (a) phonemic transcription

and (b) auditory presentation of choice alternatives, were varied orthogonally,

thus~ Choice alternatives
presented auditorily?

Phonemic transcription used?
no

no

Group PA

Group PA

yes

Group PA

Group PA

2

3

The first /two authors are responsible, for EMperimeptIili, arid the first
and third:; authors f'or Experiment II,

Data from only 64 subjects were included in the analysis. The remainder
were rejected because of absence from experimental sessions or because tlley
had prior training in Slavic languages.
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For example, Group PA subjects saw the material in both Cyrillic

orthography and phonemic transcription, and heard both the stimulus and

the alternatives. Groups PA, PA, PA, and PA contained 13, 17, 21, and 13

subjects, respectively who completed the experiment and had no Slavic

language background. Failures to complete the experiment were nearly

uniformly divided among the groups, but more subjects from Groups PA and PA

had received some prior Slavic language training and hence those groups are

smaller than the other two. Subjects were randomlYtlssigned to groups

so that ,each of the four language classes 'contributedabout 'one"four'th to each

of the above groups.

Recordings. The tape recordings for the experiment were made in a

room about 10' by 10', with a small rug acting as a sound-absorber. The

recorder used was an Ampex model 601 with an Electrovoice 623 microphone

and Ampex Professional Recording Tape of 11/2 Mil. acetate at 7.5 inches

per second. The native Russi.an speaker who recorded for our previous

experiments (Suppes et aI, 1962) also recorded the present material.

Play-back apparatus. The language listening room in Stanford's main

library was the play-back locale. The installation is intended for listening

only. The area consi.sts of a large carpeted room, containing a glass

enclosed cubicle in one corner. Ten Ampex 610 or 612 half-track reproducing

machines are located there, the output of which is fed through a 5-watt

amplifier to a patch panel. In the outer area, there are fifteen tables

of varying sizes, each one of which is connected by cable to the patch panel.

Along the edge of each table are a number of phone jacks, one serving each

student position. Through the patch panel, anyone of the source machines

can be connected to any or all tables. Trimm (Magnetic, 4 megohrrls) headphones

were usedo
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Materials. Tape recordings were prepared of the lists of experimental

items and of the instructions for each list. (By an item, we mean a stimulus

word and its associated set of three choice alternatives.) Two recordings

were made of each list, one for Groups FA and FA, and another for Groups

FA and FA. For the FA and FA groups, only the stimuli were recorded; for

the other groups, both the stimuli and the choice alternatives were put on

tape. Only the stimuli were taped for the test. The visual material was

presented on 8 x 11 in. mimeographed sheets. On a sheet, each row corresponded

to a single taped item and consisted of four columns of one word (or one CV

pair) each. The entries in Columns 2, 3, and 4 were the choice alternatives.

Each Russian word was typed in Cyrillic capital letters. For the FA and FA

groups, the phonemic transcription was typed in lower case above the Cyrillic.

In the lists involving CVCV items, the stress mark was typed with both the

Cyrillic and phonemic forms. Column 1 of each item contained the correct

answer to the preceding item. Each subject had a blotter with which to

cover the correct answer to the item being presented. The sheets for Test I

were typed in Cyrillic only.

Characteristics of the lists: phonological and graphemic features

taught and criteria applied to the wrong alternatives offered. The three

choices available in each item consisted of one correct and two incorrect

alternatives. All alternatives had the same form (CVC, etc.) as the stimulus.

Now we shall describe the indivi.dual lists. Table 1 gives the overall list

structure. A sample of 'One item from each list appears in Appendix A.

Insert Table 1 about here
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Table 1

Sphedule of List Presentation and Composition of Lists

Session List 1Run Number of Items
Per List

2Structure Feature that is Identical en
Stimulus and Correct Response

Alternative

ev-cv pairs
II "

CV-CV pair
" II

1 1
2
3

1
1
1

60
60
60 " " " "

2

3

3

4

1j.

5

5

5

4
5

5
6

7

8

Test I

9

10

11

1-3
1-2

3-4
1-4
1-3

1-2

1

1-2

1

162
50

50
120

150

100

90

60

100

50

CVCV
CVCV regular

CVCV regular
evcv irregular

evc, cvcc, CCVC
regular

CVC, cvcc, cevc
irregular

items from lists
1-3, 5, 6, 7, 8

two word sentence
fo!Vll1; word + cvev
or CVCV + word

same as in List 9
except that CVC,
cevc, cvcc
replaced evcv
longer sentences;
critical word may
have more than 2
syllables

stressed vowel
unstressed vowel

unstressed vowel
unstressed vowel

final consonant

final consonant

(feature determined by
list from which item
selected)

CVCV word

evc, ccvc, or CVCC
word

word

lEach run is a different randomization of the items in the list.

2See the text for a more detailed description of the make-up of each list and Appendix A for examples.





Lists 1-3 consisted of CV pairs. For half the items, the stimuli (and,

hence, the correct answers) may be symbolized as Cl V1 - Cl Vl' Pairs of this

type were called.":. ("same") pairs in our first report (Suppes et al.,1962a).

The stimuli and the correct answers in the other half of the items were

CIVI - C2V
l

' or ~ ("different") pairs. In Lists 1-3 the second CV syllable

of each pair waS the same in the incorrect as in the correct alternatives,

so the subject was required to discriminate some feature of the first CV

syllable. The second syllable served merely to permit an immediate comparison

with the critical syllable. In List 1, the consonant in the initial syllable

of one wrong alternative was phonologically similar to that in the correct

alternative. In the other wrong alternative, the initial consonant was

graphemically similar to that in the correct alternative. List 1 differed

from List 2 in that the former utilized the phonological contrasts of

voiced vs. voiceless consonants, while the latter presented contrasts of

different manners of articulation, e.g., stop vs. fricative, fricative vs.

affricate. In most cases the consonant phonemes were unpalatalized. List 3

differed in that the phonological discriminations were between unpalatalized

consonants in the first CV syllable; all wrong alternatives contained the

palatalized counterpart of the correct unpalatalized consonant phoneme.

Table 2 summarizes the item structure for Lists 1-3. Table 3 indicates

which graphemes were designated similar to one another in constructing the

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

lists. If no graphemes could be found which were similar to that of the

initial, grapheme of the stimulus, the choice of the graphemically wrong

alternative was arbitrary. Within each run (repetition of the same list of

items) the items were presented in random order.
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Between lists there was, in general, a progressively increasing order

of difficulty', Within lists, we decided to explore a wide range of lexical

variation, rather than to attempt to equate the items in difficulty or

structural propertieso [Lexical items can. vary:-on 'so many -dimensi¢ms (to name

only a few, choice of initial consonant, choice of vowels in the wrong

a~ternatives, similarity of a phoneme in the stimulus to one in a right or

wrong alternative) that it seemed wise to pursue the study of responses on

this wide structural range in lieu of a detailed investigation of a few

properties of unkno,~ relative importance,

List 4 was composed of CVCV pairs, The ,subjects' task was to select

the alternative with the same stressed vowel as that in the stimulus, The
/ /

items were about evenly divided between the CVCV and the CVCV forms. Also,

the correct stressed vowel appeared in the same syllable in the stimulus

as in the correct answer about half the time. It seemed likely that the

subject could err by correctly identifying the stressed syllable but not
/

the particular vowel (e,g., selecting CV1CV when the correct answer was

/
CV

2
CV), Therefore, each item contained one alternative which had the stress

on the correct syllable but was the wrong vowel. A type of error hypothesized

to be less likely ,.ras that the subject would correctly identify a vowel but

be Ut,certain of the locus of the stress, This might lead, for example,

/ /
to CV1CV responses (errors) to CVCV

l
stimuli. To measure this tendency,

each item contained one alternative which included the correct vowel, but

in the unstressed form. The 54 items in List 4 included 12, 6, 12, 12, 12,

having stressed vowels /a; e, i, 0; u~ respectivelyo A different random

order was used with each of the four presentations of the list.
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List

L

2.

3·

Table 2

Phonemic Make-up of Lists 1-3

Contrast

/t:d/

/k:g/
/p:b/

/s:z/

/f:v/
/sh:zh!

/k:x/
/ YV/sh:sc

/s:ts/

/ch:ts/

/ch:t,i/

/m:mj,z:zj,r:rj,d:dj/

/t:tj,d:dj,p:pj,b:bj,

s:sj,z:zj,l:lj,r:rj

m:mj,n:nj/

/n:nj,r:rj,b:bj,s:sj,

m:mj!

/l:lj,m:mj,t:tj,r:rj/

Table 3

Similar Russian Graphemes

E E
3 3
JI[ H

Y \{

JI n,n
ill ~

JK ill,~

n; ~

Vowel in Correct Answer

/a,e,i,o,u/
/a,o/

!i,o,u/

/a,o/

/u/
/a,i,o/

/a,e,i,o,u/
ja,e,i,o,u/
/a,e,i,u/

/a,o,u/

/i,o,u/

/a/

/i/

/0/

/u/





List 5 also consisted of CVCV words, but now the csmlD.jjects! task was

to select the alternative with the same unstressed vowel as that in the

stimulus. Only "regular" unstressed vowels appeared in the stimuli, that is,

the unstressed £ symbol and the unstressed ~ symbol were not included, due

to the reduced Russian vowel pattern in unstressed positions which obliterates

the phonemic distinction of high vs. non-high with back and front vowels.

Of the List 5 stimuli, 10, 6, and 9 involved unstressed lal, Iii, and lui,
respectively. All five vowels were used in the unstressed position in the

wrong alternatives. This reduced the item difficulty, since subjects could

learn that unstressed £ and ~ were neve~ correct, but afforded opportunity

(except in Group PA) for learning the discrepancy between sound and symbol

for these .two vowels. As in List 4, no two alternatives in an item contained

the same stressed vowel, the same unstressed vowel, or the same initial'

consonant. One of the wrong alternatives had the same stress pattern as

the stimulus but the wrong unstressed vowel. The other had as stressed

vowel the unstressed stimulus vowel. As in List 4 both CVCV and CVCv' were

used in the stimuli and alternatives. A new randomization was used with

each repetition of the 25 items.

List 6 was primarily concerned with CVCV words containing the "irregular"

unstressed vowel symbols £ and ~, which had been excluded from List 5. To

prevent the correct answer from being obvious, it was necessary to include

stimuli with the other unstressed vowels as well. There were 3, 10, 4, 10

and 3 items with unstressed ~, ~, l, £' ~,respectively. The other features

of List 6 were the same as in List 5. A new randomization was used with

each repetition of the 30 items.
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List 7 involved eve words, in addition to shapes with consonant clusters,

namely, evee, eeve, eeeve and eveee. The subjects' task was to select the

alternative with the same final consonant as the stimulus. Forms having

voiced final stop and fricative symbols were deferred to List 8, since: no

such voiced consonant occur word-finally in Russian. The three alternatives

in a given item contained no phonemes in common with each other. However, in

many cases they contained a vowel or consonant in common with the stimulus.

Ten eve items, then 20 evee (or eveee), and finally 20 eeve (or eeeve) were

used; both plain and palatalized endings occurred. The incorrect and correct

alternatives did not differ in such a systematic fashion as in Lists 1-6.

For example. if the correct ending were !, the incorrect endings might be

!, ~, etc. in one item, and ~, ch, etc. in another item. A different random

presentation order was used in each repetition of the list.

As in List 7, List 8 items were also eve, evee and eveee, and eeve and

eecve. However, the only forms used were those omitted from the preceding

list, those words having voiced final consonant letters with corresponding

voiceless phonemes. In other respect, the structures of Lists 7 and 8 were

similar.

Following List 8, the test was administered. The test consisted of

sampling of items from Lists 1) 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The subjects' task

on a particular test item was the same as when that item had appeared in

a preceding list. Since List 5 was represented, no items for List 4 appeared.

Otherwise, ambiguity would arise regarding whether the subject was to

respond on the basis of the stressed or the unstressed vowel. Test I

contained 8, 8, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15, and 14 items from Lists 1-8 respectively,

or a total of 100 items.
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List 9 introduced two-word sentences, One of the two words was a

evev pattern, The structure of the other word was not controlled, In half

the sentences, the evev word preceded the other word. Now the task was to

circle the alternative which was the visual representation of the evev member,

rather than to match a specific phoneme of the stimulus, The items were

presented in random order,

List 10 differed from List 9 in that the critical word was of eve,

eeve, or evee form, There were 10, 20, and 20 sentences, respectively, with

these types, Other features of List 10 were the same as in List 9.

List ell..explored word recognition in longer sentences, The first 40

items were three or four word sentences classified according to the critical

word, divided thus: 10 evev, 5 eve "regular", 5 eve "irregular", 5 evec

"regular", 5 evee "irregular", 5 eeve "regular", and 5 eeve "irregular",

The last ten sentences were of more than four words each, The position

in the sentence of the critical word varied from one item to the next.

The 50 items were presented in random order,

Time intervals, Care was taken during recording to ensure that the

several runs of the same lists of items were of equal duration, Also, it was

important to require that the tapes for the PA and PA groups proceeded at

the same rate as those for the PA,:and PA groups, On the other hand, the nature
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of the items and the fixed time available during a session dictated that the

total presentation time vary from one list to another. This variation was

achieved by appropriately specifying the number of items in each run, not

by artificially increasing or decreasing the speaking rate per item. The

average duration of a run in each list was;

List Time per run (min.) List Time per run (min.)

1 10.5 7 6.9

2 11.2 8 8.3

3 11.6 Test I 12.0

4 7·1 9 7·5

5 7·2 10 10.0

6 4.3 11 16.1

Test II 21.0

Procedure. Each subject was seated at a table in the language listening

room and supplied with earphones and answer sheets. He listened to the

stimulus member ~~ each item and saw on his sheet the Cyrillic representation

of each choice alternative. Subjects in Groups PA and PA also saw the

phonemic form of the word or words. Subjects in Groups PA and PA heard the

choice alternatives as well as the stimulus. The subject responded by

circling an alternative. Next he moved his blotter down a line on his sheet,

and looked in the left column to see if his last answer was correct. The

time intervals between successive taped events were;

Item No. Stimulus Alternatives Next Item No.

la 1/2--7' (

1st
I

2nd,
4

Time (sec.)

-12-
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The procedure continued without interruption for about twelve minutes.

Then there was a short pause to permit changing of the tape reels, and

the items continued as before. Appropriate instructions were played before

each list. The instructions for Lists 1-3 for Groups PA and PA were:

Lists 1-3, CV Pairs. Place the blotter so that item
number 1 on your answer sheet is exposed and item number 2
is covered. Now look at item number 1. It contains three
pairs of syllables printed in Russian. You are going to
hear one of these three pairs of syllables and your task
is to decide which of the three pairs you heard. If you
have the English spelling printed above the Russian, you
may use this to help you in answering. Some of the Russian
letters will have unfamiliar shapes, but you will still
have grounds for making a choice. After you have answered,
move the blotter down one line and look at the word in
the first column to see if you were right. Then listen
to the next pair of syllables and continue as before.
Remember, each time you listen, circle an answer, move
your blotter down one line, and look at the word in the
first column to see if you were right. Be sure to answer,
even if you are not certain.

The instructions for the other groups differed only in that they were told

they would hear the alternatives. The ~~sts 4-11 and test instructions

appear in Appendix B.

Schedules for experimental sessions. Since the students were run

during the hour when they normally attended a language class, the schedule

differed from one subject to another. These discrepancies were minimized

by assigning each subject two sessions weekly until seven sessions had been

completed. The first session occurred on a Monday or Tuesday, and the

second on a Thursday. The duration of each session was 25 minutes.



3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT I

Two types of findings are considered. First, there are comparisons between

the groups on learning the various lists. Secondly, we briefly present data

on intralist learning. The more detailed analyses of the phonemic structures

of hard and easy items are treated separately in Section 4. Some interpretations

of the empirical results are offered here, but all discussions based on linguistic

arguments are deferred until the next section. Of course, we must be cautious

in making statements regarding interlist differences in difficulty. Our aim

was to obtain an overall picture of identification learning involving a great

many items presented in a fixed order. Hence, our interpretations are made

with the reservations that a counterbalanced order of list presentation and

different criteria for the selection of items could yield different results.

However, it seems unlikely that the intergroup comparisons are subject to

these qualifications.

Comparison: of the groups. Table 4 shows the proportions of correct

phoneme identifications on each of Lists 1-8 and the test, and of correct

word identifications,on each of Lists 9-11. Using the total correct for each

subject, Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to ascertain whether the differences

between the groups were significant, and the results are given in Table 5.

Insert Tables 4 and 5 about here

As the tables indicate, the groups with phonemic transcription available

scored higher on the training Lists 1-8 than did the groups without transcription.

The average proportion correct over Lists 1-8 was .65, .75, .66, and .75 for

Groups PA, PA, PA,and PA, respectively. The total correct on these lists was

significantly higher (p < .02) for Group PA than for Group PA. Likewise, the
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Table 4

Proportions of Correct Phoneme Identifications

on Lists 1-8 and Word Identifications on

Lists 9-11

List

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Test 9 10 .11

PA ,67 ,64 ,70 ,57 .58 ,54 ·71 ,80 ,55 ,52 ,61 ,54

PA ,79 ,76 ,82 ,74 ,65 ,64 ,80 .80 ,44 ,80 ,87 ,75

PA ,69 ,70 ,68 ,70 ,51 ,51 ,69 ,78 ,47 ,81 ,85 .65

PA .80 .74 .75 ,80 ,65 ,62 ,78 ,82 ,45 ,89 ,90 ·90

1-8 9-11

PA ,65 .56

PA ·75 ,81

PA .66 ·77

PA ·75 .83



Table 5

Results of Mann-Whitney U Tests

of Intergroup Differences l

Lists 1-8 Test Lists 9_n2

Group PA PA PA PA PA PA

PA 66** 106 PA 73* 58* PA

PA 132 42** PA 136 100 PA n6 56*

* P < .05 ** P < .02

1

2

An entry in a g<Lven row and colunm is the value of U between the row
group and the colunm~roup. ~ll siggificance levels are based on two-tailed
tests. For Groups PA, PA, PA, and PA, N = 13, 13, 21, and 17, respectively.

It was obvious by inspection of Table 4 that on Lists 9-11 the scores
were significantly lower for Group FA than for the other groups.



pe"formance of Group PA exceeded that of Group PA (p < .02). On the other hand,

neither the difference between Groups PA and PA nor that between Groups PA and

PA was significant, Hence, the effect of auditory presentation of the choice

alternatives during the training lists was negligible.

On the other hand, the results of the test indicate that the superiority

of Groups PA and PA was not maintained when the phonemic transcription was no

longer present. In fact, there was a co~~lete reversal of the relative

performance of the groups, in that the groups who had not formerly seen the

phonemic transcription did better on the test. There were significantly more

correct responses for Group PA than for either of Groups PA or PA (p < .05

in both cases). However, the difference between Groups PA and PA was not

significant, so prior training with transcription was a handicap only for the

groups who had not heard the alternatives during training. Another way of

stating the interaction is that prior auditory exposure to the alternatives

hindered test performances when no transcription had been available formerly

(Group PA vs. Group PA). But the difference between Groups PA and PA was

not significant. Since Group PA did best, the importance of identical conditions

during training and testing seems to outweigh any transfer from prior exposure

to transcription or auditory alternatives. This is not to say that the

presence of the phonemic transeription did not produce any faeiliatation in

the learning of the eorrespondences between the sounds and the Cyrillic

representations. Some positive transfer may have occurred, but it was outweighed

by the heavy dependence on the transcription. It is possible that explicit

instructions in the use of phonemic transcription would have produced more

trans£er, but this is open to question.
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As the tables show, identification of words in sentences (Lists 9-11)

also was definitely facilitated when phonemic transcription was present, The

proportion correct over Lists 9-11 averaged ,56, ,81, ,77, and ,83 for Groups

- ~-

PA, PA, PA, and PA, respectively, No statistical tests are required to see

that Group PA did significantly poorer than the other groups in this final

phase of the experiment, Phonemic transcription also was helpful when the

alternatives were heard (Group PA vs, Group PA, P < ,05). It would seem that

the word identification task required better memory of what had just been

presented than did the phoneme identification task, That is, the subject had

to retain an entire sentence, instead of just a single word, until he could

decide which word of the sentence he was to identify. This observation may

offer a clue as to why Group PA was so deficient on word identification;

namely, the task of word identification is closer to natural language tasks

than is mere phoneme identification, and in this context multiple clues are

more relevant than in matching of individual phonemes. Even though this may

be only a partial explanation for the poor performance by this group, we

take comfort in noting that these results amplify, rather than offset, the

overall differences between phonemic vs, no phonemic and between auditory vs,

non-auditory alternatives.

Comparison of the lists. Subject to the reservations mentioned earlier

concerning interlist transfer, we can make some general statements about the

relative difficulty of the various lists, given our order of list presentation.

Of course, these remarks are intended to be more tentative than those concerning

the intergroup differences, For convenience in comparing lists, the data of

Table 4 have been displayed as a "learning curve" for each experimental

group (Figure 1).
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Insert Figure I about here

The order of presentation of the various Lists 1-8 (but not the within-list

presentation order) was designed to constitute a progression from easier to

more difficult identifications. It was suggested that the increase in

difficulty would be counteracted by the emergence of a "learning set". That

is, some positive transfer: was considered plausible, either via mastery of

general orientation techniques (rapidly learning "what to listen for") or

of specific phoneme identifications. Nevertheless, the evidence in our report

on vowel identification (Suppes et aI, 1962b) is that marked positive transfer

does not occur under certain conditions. In that study, the group of subjects

who had progressively more difficult discriminations did progressively

poo~er. One conclusion offered for this trend was that it is unreasonable

to expect positive transfer in a task of this magnitude unless the original

training is continued over a longer period of time than is customary in

psychological experiments. Also, since different contexts produce allophonic

variations within each phoneme, the grouping of allophones into a single

phoneme is an added task for the subject in learning such progressively ordered

material.

That conclusion seems to have been upheld in the present experiment, at

least insofar as "transfer" is considered to be improvement over lists,

independently of control groups. Not only was there an absence of improvement,

but the curves in Figure 1 are conspicuously non-monotonic. Identification of

regular unstressed vowels (List 5) and irregular unstressed vowels (List 6)

proved to be the most difficult phases of the first part of the experiment.
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For all groups, there was a sharp drop in the proportion correct on the

test, as contrasted with the proportions on the eight training lists. The

proportions correct on the test items which had been selected from the training

lists were .42, .50, .65, .41, .37, .44, and .57 for the items from Lists 1, 2,

3, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Recall that the expected proportion correct

by guessing was .33. The high frequency of errors obviously corroborates the

claim that we were introducing new material at a more rapid rate than it was

being learned. Specifically, we attribute the poor test performance to: (a)

forgetting between the training list and the test; (b) removal of phonemic

transcription and of auditory presentation of the alternatives; (c) lack of

feedback on the test as to whether the response was correct; (d) greater

heterogeneity of items on the test. The last point can be clarified by

noting that within a training list the subject could become "set" to listen

for a specific component of the stimulus. However, on the test he had to

shift his set from one item to the next, as well as to remember what his

task was for eve, evev, etc ••

Intralist learning. Although we were chiefly interested in interlist

and intergroup comparisons, we also plotted the course of learning within the

individual lists. For illustrative purposes, the learning curves for Lists

2, 4, 8, and 10 are shown in Figure 2. These curves exhibited no important

Insert Figure 2 about here

differences from those on the odd-numbered lists. The graphs represent the

proportions correct on successive blocks of 20 trials (except in List 4, where

the block size is 18). The first overall point we wish to make is that
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intralist learning did occur, and was somewhat more prominent on the earlier

lists" In fact, the rate of improvement was remarkably low on Lists 6 and 8,

and was negligible on List 10. A second point may be established by referring

especially to the list with the greatest number of blocks of trials (List 4).

If one were to estimate the asymptotic proportion correct by visually inspecting

the group curves for this list, the conclusion would be that the asymptote

should be less than one.

The conclusion regarding the learning rate and that concerning the

asymptote appear to have some general pedagogic implications for the effectiveness

of our method of teaching phoneme and word recognition. Although the method

is suitable for assessing the difficulty of a wide variety of items, it leaves

much to be desired from the standpoint of producing learning. Of cours~, we

cou.ld undertake a detailed post hoc assessment of each experimental variable

which was equated in all groups in an effort to explain the slowness of

learning. However, that would be somewhat beside the point for our present

purpose. We maintain that a procedural change which lowers to general level

of item difficulty leaves the order of relative item difficulty relatively

intact (Suppes et aI, 1962b).
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4. LINGUISTIC INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT I

Since each list was constructed on the basis of linguistic categories,

it seems best to present our suggested interpretations following the order

of list presentation.

The first three lists, of same or minimally different pairs of CV

syllables were roughly arranged according to the feature of voiceless vs.

voiced, stop vs. fricative vs. affricate, and plain vs. palatalized. This

is somewhat analogous to the procedure reported in our first paper (Suppes

et al, 1962a), where the subjects judged whether two auditorily presented

syllables of a given pair were the same or different. However, in the

present experiment the subjects' task was to recognize the orthographic

form of the auditory stimulus in a multiple choice task, where the wrong

alternatives were either phonemically or gnaphemically determined. The

proportions correct on List 1, for items classified according to consonant

contrast, were:

<li:B .SO ill : lKc .79 0:3 .79
(f:v) (sh:zh) (s :'z)

T:ll .76 TI:E .57
(t:d) (p ::b)

The most difficult identification by far, for all experimental groups, is

that of Ipl and Ib/. We had obtained similar results in a previous experiment

described in the above-mentioned report without being able to suggest a

plausible explanation, since structurally and impressionistically the bilabial

stops do not differ appreciably from the dento-alveolar or velar ones. TIle

effect of the vowel following the consonant to be identified seemed of

little relevance to the Ip:bl difficulty except perhaps that no lal follows

the "difficult" bilabials, and half of them are followed by Iii, which we had
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clearly identified as the most difficult vowel phoneme to match (Suppes

et al., 1962b). However, one of the least difficult items also contains /i/,

and /0/ and /u/ seem to be about evenly divided between most and least

difficult items.

We therefore hypothesized that a spectographic analysis of some of the

bilabial syllable pairs might yield suggestions as to why these were more

erroneously matched. (See also Reeds and Wang, 1961).

To do this, a Kay Electric Sonagraph Model R was used. The stimuli were

reproduced on an Ampex Model 351 full track tape recorder, using appropriate

impedance matching. For each syllable pair of List 1, which involved a stop,

a conwentional Sonagram was made using a 300 cps bandwidth and an effective

4frequency range of from 85 to 4,800 cps.

A comparison of the several Sonagrams thus obtained for the Russian

speaker used in the experiment yielded no consistently applicable explanation

of the judgmental results described. Since the listeners used were native

speakers of American English, it was decided that a similar acoustic

analysis of stop sounds produced by a female speaker of American English

might be helpful. One speaker was asked to record the following syllable

pairs:

-21-
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[pi pi] [ti til [ki ki]
(pu pu] (tu tu] [ku kU]
(po po] (to to] (ko ko]
(pa pa] (te tel [ke ke]
[pE pE] (tE tEl (ItE kE]

(bi bi] (di di] (gi gil
(bu bU] [du du] [gu gu]
[bo bo] [do do] [go go]
[ba ba] fda da] ega gal "
(bE bE] [dE dE] [gE gE] ;)

These syllable pairs were then subjected to Sonagraphic analysis. The

resulting Sonagrams were compared to those made for the Russian speaker.

The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 6, and are illustrated

Insert Table 6 about here

in the series of Sonagrams in Figures ja -jf. The table shows that for the

American speaker the bilabial stops showed no burst element, whereas the

dental and velar stops did show it. On the other hand, all of the Russian

stops showed a burst element. Such evidence suggests that the burst

portion may not be a relevant cue for the recognition of American bilabial

stops. It seems reasonable to assume that American listeners are not

accustomed to the presence of such a cue and are confused by 1.t when asked to

listen fo~ b1.1abial stops in Russian.

The acoustic results with regard to the aspiration element suggest

that in both American English and Russian, voiced stops are generally

distinguished from voiceless ones by the relative amount of aspiration which

follows the burst portion. When this distinction holds the aspiration is

5 International Phonetic Alphabet.



Table 6

''Pl1EflrenCe and absence of voice bar, burst, and aspiration with Russian and

American English bilabial, dento-alveolar, and velar stops.

LEGEND:

RUSSIAN AMERICAN
X - Present

o - Absent

VOICED UNVOICED VOICED UNVOICED

BILABIAL X 0 0 0
(9 out of 10)

VOICE BAR DENTAL X 0 0 0
(8 out of 10)

VELAR X 0 0 0
(7 out of 10)

BILABIAL X X 0 0

BURST DENTAL X X X X

VELAR X X X X

BILABIAL 0 0 0 X

(long)

ASPIRATION DENTAL 0 X X X

(short) (short ) (long)

VELAR 0 X X X

(Short) (Short) (long )



Figures 3a - 3f

Sonagrams of Russian and American English

monosyllables consisting of stops plus vowel.
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always longer with the voiceless stops. The exception to this rule is found

with bilabials. In Russian, the voiced and voiceless bilabials are not

distinguished by relative degrees of aspiration. But in American English

they are more clearly distinguished by aspiration than are either dental

or velar stops.

There'is still another bit of evidence that should be mentioned for its

possible relevance to errors with any of the stops, whether they be bilabial,

dental, or velar. We refer to evidence regarding the voice bar. For all

categories of stops, the voice bar is consistently present in Russian voiced
,

stops and generally absent in American voiced stops. This fact suggests

that American listeners may not be accustomed to the voice bar cue and are

confused by its presence in Russian syllables.

It becomes apparent then that it is the feature of aspiration which

sets the voiceless and voiced bilabial stops characteristically apart from

the dento-alveolar and velar ones. We feel, however, that the absence of

the burst in both Russian bilabial stops, and the more frequent absence of

the voice bar in English bilabials could be additional factors which prevent

ready identification by the English-speaking subjects. One word of caution

is pertinent here. At this time, the production of only two speakers was

subjected to spectrographic analysis; namely,the Russian speaker's who

recorded the material for the experiment, and that of one female English

speaker's rendition of the above mentioned syllables. We hope to be able

to support our tentative conclusions with spectrographic analyses of

additional Russian and English speakers in the future.
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In List 2, /c/ was the most difficult consonant to be identified, a

finding comparable to an earlier one in the previously mentioned report.

The least difficult consonant was /~/, as would be expected on the basis

of· a contrastive English-Russian analysis.

List 3, containing plain vs. palatalized contrasts, yielded data which

clearly showed the effect of the following vowel on consonant identification.

All but one of the most difficult items contain /i/, the difficulty of which

has been shown in our previous reports. The remaining item in this group is

difficult both graphemically and phonemically, namely, n or /1/ vs. /lj/.

The grapheme IT was chosen frequently for the grapheme n, and the identification

of the plain or palatalized lateral proved difficult for all groups.

For all three lists, the two groups given phonemic transcription did

consistently better than the groups using only the Cyrillic alphabet.

Specifically, in List 1, Group FA performed best, whereas in Lists 2 and 3 it

was FA. Apparently listening to the alternatives as well as seeing them

proved least helpful on the plain vs. palatalized contrasts. This may be

due to the wide allophonic range of vowel:: phonemes after consonants of both

series (see Table 6).

Lists 4-6 contained bisyllabic items. The subjects' task was to

identify either the stressed or unstressed vowel in one of the syllables,

depending on the particuJarlist. In general, the data from these lists

suggest that stress patterns linked with vowel identification should have

followed consonant identification in monosyllabic evc patterns, in spite of

no anticipated difficulty with the recognition of stress patterns for

English speaking subjects. More specifically, in examining the least and

most difficult items in these lists, it seems that the subjects tended to



disregard the vowel and listen primarily for stress placement. Thus, among

the least difficult items, the stress in the correct alternative usually

occurs on the same syllable as in the stimulus, and the reverse tends to

be true of the most difficult items. The stress was usually marked on each

item on the subject's answer sheet so that perhaps this visual aid also

contributed to the above results.

ThTs interpretation is further supported by the fact that no clear

pattern of vowel difficulty emerged, in contrast to our previous experiments.

(See Suppes et aI, 1962b). The phoneme lui which had clearly been identified

as the least difficult phoneme now appears among the most difficult when

in a positionally different stressed syllable than the stimulus vowel.

On the other hand, Iii, which previously was without question the most

difficult phoneme to identify, was again difficult when the correct answer

and the stimulus had different stress patterns, but was among the least

difficult when the correct answer and the stimulus had the same stress

pattern.

Lists 7 and 8 contained monosyllables of the (C)CVC(C) pattern, the

former omitting the problem of neutralization of voicing word finally,

the latter including it. The types of mistakes are the same for both lists;

that is, the most difficult items usually include final clusters as opposed

to single consonants. Also, no palatalized final consonants were found

among the easy items. The groups with phonemic transcription did better

on both lists than those without, but the difference was more marked on List 7

when the phon~Qgraphemic correspondences were closer to a one-to-one

relationship, at least in final position. As was mentioned in Section 3,

on all the training lists the groups with phonemic transcriptionewere



superior, but on the test they did worse than groups without phonemic

transcription. It may be recalled that the test included only Cyrillic

orthography and no auditory presentation of the alternatives. As a matter

of fact, Group FA clearly performed best on the test. The difficulty of

Ipl and Ibl discriminations, as well as that of lei, clearly re~emerged,

for all experimental groups. Also, palatalized final consonants presented

difficulty in matching~' as did items having different stress patterns in

the correct answer and stimulus.

Lists 9-11 were based on word matching, so that the previous training

on phonemic discriminations could be evaluated in a new context. Generally

speaking, items with phonemically very dissimilar alternatives were

identified easily by most subjects, whereas those involving winimally

contrasting choices proved most difficlt. Most important, these results

suggest that training on minimal. contrasts did not carry over to longer

sequences 0

The most striking difference between data from these lists and from

previous ones, however, was that the performance of Group FA fell much

further below that of the other groups (Table 4). For example, in List 9,

Group FA had only 52% correct responses whereas Group FA bad 90%. The

combination of phonemic transcription and auditory presentation of the

alternatives seems to have a definite bearing on discrimination of longer

sequences as opposed to single phoneme matching.



5. EXPERIMENT II

Introduction

This experiment was conducted to determine whether presenting phonemic

transcription on only a fraction of the training trials would promote transfer

to a test condition in which no transcription was available. As we have

already noted, intermittent presentation of transcription might be expected

to erL~ance learning of the Cyrillic more than would presentation on every

trial. Of course, the former procedure would also increase the similarity

of the training and test conditions, since transcription was never given on

test trials. Therefore, the first.aim of the present experiment was to test

some hypotheses regarding the failure to find facilitating effects of training

with transcription in Experiment I. A second purpose was to compare

retention and relearning after a 24 hour interval, as against after

a two week interval. The experimental task was restricted to the

identification of visual representations of whole words in auditorily

presented sentences, which was the task in the last three lists of

Experiment 1. The choice alternatives were not presented auditorily.



6. METHOD

Subjects and experimental design. The subjects were 29 men and 9 women

students enrolled in an introductory logic class at Stanford University.

Only students who did not know any Russian were eligible for the experiment.

Each subject participated in two one-hour sessions and was paid four dollars

at the end of the second session.

A 2 x 2 factorial design was used, resulting in four groups of subjects:

Retention Interval

Short Long

Training with phonemic Yes Group PS Group PL
transcription?

No Group PS Group PL

- -Subjects were randomly assigned to groups. For Groups PS, PS, PL, and PL,

N = 8, 10, 8, and 12, respectively.

Materials and apparatus. List 9 of Experiment I was used. The other

material was the same as in that experiment. To prevent the subject from

attending only to the Cyrillic, phonemic transcription never appeared over

the correct answer.

Following the fourth list a test was given, consisting of 25 of the

training items and 25 new items. As in Experiment I, no phonemic transcription

or correct answers were given on the test.

For the PS and PL groups, phonemic transcription was given twice with

each item over the first four lists; once in Lists 1 and 2, and once in

Lists 3 and 4, making four possible combinations which were counterbalanced

across items 0

All response alternatives presented were grammatically correct, To

reduce the chance that the subject might memorize the correct answer, a

different response alternative than the one correct on List 1 was correct on
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L:i.st 2 for each Item. On LIsts 3 and 4 these same two correct responses were

'·:3ed. AgaIn the four possIble combInatIons were counterbalanced across Items.

If an Item appeared In the test lIst, the remaInIng alternatIve was used as

the correct answer.

RecordIngs of the InstructIons and experimental sentences for the

subjects were made on an Ampex recorder~reproducer model 601 with an

ElectrovoIce 623 mi.crophone and Ampex Professional RecordIng Tape of 1 1/2 mIl.

acetate at 7.5 Inches per second. The person recording the material was the

3dme native Russian speaker who recorded for our pervious experiments. The

instructions were recorded by a native American speaker. The recordings

were played using the Ampex 601 tape recorder-reproducer and an Ampex 620

amplifier loudspeaker. The play-back locale was a room 15 ft. x 25 ft ••

The total time for each item was approximately 7 sec .. The length of

each list was; List 1, 6 min. 50 sec., List 2, 7 min. 5 sec., List 3, 7 min.

20 sec., List 4, 7 min. 25 sec., and List 5, 8 min. 4 sec •• Pauses were

inserted on the tapes to allow the subjects time to turn pages and to move

from list to list. BrIef instructions, similar to those in Experiment I,

were given at the begInning of the experiment and between Lists 4 and 5. The

total time for an experimental session was approximately 50 min •.

Procedure. The subjects were seated at a large table and each had

Lists 1 through 5 and a blotter in front of him. The instructions were like

those used in List 9 of Experiment I (Appendix B). They were played and any

questions the subjects had were answered by paraphrasing the relevant portion

of the instruction. Following this, LIsts 1 through 4 were presented.

The subject circled one of the alternatives and then moved the blotter down

to compare his choIce withe the correct answer. He then proceeded to the

next item in the same fashion. At the end of List 4 the second set of

instructions was given and then the test list was presented.



The second session for all subjects was identical in procedure to

session 1. For PS and PS groups the second session was held 24 hours after

the first session and for the PL and PL groups, the interval between sessions

was 2 weeks.
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7. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II

The proportion correct for each group on each list is shown in Figure 4.

The amount of improvement from list to list is remarkedly slight. To

illustrate the effect of the retention interval, the data of the two groups

with the same retention interval were pooled (Figure 5). Similarly, the

effect of transcription vs. no transcription was exhibited by pooling over

retention intervals (Figure 6). We shall briefly comment on these figures

before turning to the major analysis, which was an analysis of variance in

total number of correct responses on the Day 2 test.

Insert Figures 4, 5, and 6 about here

According to Figure 5, the Day 1 proportions correct were about .05

higher for the long interval group than for the short interval group. On

Day 2 the discrepancy dropped to about .02. Since the retention interval

variable did not enter until after Day 1, any inequality in Day 1 proportions

correct would imply that extraneous factors were operating (e.g., bias in the

s~lection of subjects). However, an analysis of variance in the total number

of correct responses on the Day 1 test failed to yield any significant inter

group differences (for the retention interval F = 3.70, which was not

significant) •

Figure 6 displays the comparison between the groups with and without

phonemic transcription training. As in Experiment I, the training led to

a higher proportion correct when the transcriptionw.as present, (Lists 1~4

and 6-9). The advantage di.d not t-ransf'er to a test whene transcription was

no longer available. That is, on the Day 1 test, the proportions correct

were .57 for the no-transcription group and .58 for the transcription group,

respectively. The corresponding proportions on the Day 2 test were .54 and .58.



Two analyses of variance were computed from the data of each day, once

using the total correct on the training lists and again using the total

correct On the test. We were concerned chiefly with the relatively long-lasting

effects those discernible from the Day 2 data.

Table '7 shows the results of an analysis of variance in total number of

correct responses on the Day 2 training lists. The F ratio between the

Insert Table '7 about here

transcription and no-transcription groups is highly significant (F = 11.15,

p <:: .01). We bave already mentioned that this finding agrees with Experiment 1.

Since the effect of the interval between sessions is not significant, any

initial retention differences must have been cancelled by relearning.

An analysis of variance in the total number of correct responses on

the Day 2 test (List 10) appears in Table 8. Neither the main effects nor

Insert Table 8 about here

the interaction was significant. The same result obtained for the Day 1 test.

Evidently, then, prior training with phonemic transcription did not affect

performance on a test in which no transcription was presented. In view

of the above-m.entioned failure to find a significant effect of the

retention interval on the Day 2 training lists, it is not surprising that

no difference was found on the Day 2 test.

Since the tests contained new items as well as items which had been

presented during the training series, it was possible to compare the groups

separately on the two item types. Table 9 gives the proportion correct on
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Table '1

Results of Analys~s of Variance of Total

Correct in Lists 6-9

Source Mean Square df.• F

Retention Interval 77 .55 1 0.17

Experimental Condition 5051.47 1 11.15*

Interaction 417.14 1 0·92

Between 1848.72 3

Within 453.03 34

* P < .01



TableB

Results of Analysis. of Variance of Total

Correct in List 10

Sour"e Mean Square dL F

Retention Interval 23.42 L 0·53

Experimental Condition 26.56 L 0.61

Interaction 71.09 r! 1.62

Between 40.35 3

Within 4}.82 34



Insert Table 9 about here

the old and on the new items for the group with and the group without prior

transcription training. On both tests, the proportion correct on old items

was .01 higher for the group which had transcription training than for the

group without this training. The difference reached .06 for the new items

on the Day 2 test. However, none of these differences were statistically

significant.

Although we were primarily interested in the relearning measure of

retention, some indirect evidence is available regarding recognition memory

from the end of the first session to the start of the second. The probability

of a correct response on List 6, conditional on a correct response on List 4,

was taken as a rough index of retention. Of coUrse, the contaminating factors

are the responses on the first test and relearning during List 6. For the

groups with transcription, this conditional probability was computed once

over the items having transcription present on both Lists 4 and 6. The

same items were included in the computations for the groups without transcription.

Table 10 presents the results of this analysis. The only noteworthy difference

wnsert Table 10 about here

between the short and long retention interval groups involved the items

for which transcription was present on both Lists 4 and 6. Here the proportion

correct was .95 for the short interval group against .86 for the long interval

group. This finding suggests that a short retention interval may permit more

recall of the transcription, but the effect is rather mild.
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A final tangential analysis was performed to determine whether certain

sequential dependencies were present in the training list data of the group

with transcription. The question was whether the probability of a correct

response depended On whether transcription had been available on the

preceding presentation of the same item (i.e., the presentation in the

·preceding; list). If we again denote the presence of phonemic transcription

on trial n by P
n

and the absence by P ,the four combinations
n

P P ,P P ,P lP ,and P P of successive presentations of the
~ln ~ln ~ n ~ln

same item occurred equally often. Then two comparisons of conditional

probabilities are of interest. First, we consider the P P
n-l n

and P P
n-l n

items, asking whether the probability of a correct response on trial n

for items with transcription depends on whether transcription were present

on the previous presentation of that item (rows 1 and 2 of Table 11).

Likewise, we compare the items without transcription of the trial in question

the P lP and
n- n

P P
n-l n

items, (rows 3 and 4 of Table ~1). All the

comparisons yielded negligible differences, so no further statistical tests

Insert Table ~l about here

seem required to establish that there was no prominent sequential dependency

of this type.

Let us briefly comment on the amount of learning found and recapitulate

our conclusions from these two recognition experiments. The following remarks

concerning the effect of the retention interval are made with reference to

Figure 6 of Experiment II. Nearly all the improvement occurred on List 1,

since the proportion correct on this list was .60, in contrast to the .33

expected by chance. Why learning did not continue is not clear.



Table 8

Proportion Correct for Old and New Items

in Test Lists

Proportion Correct

Group

List 5 (Day 1) Type No transcription Transcription

Old .60 .61

New ·53 ·55

List 10 (Day 2)

Old .64 .65

New .54 .60



Table .10

Proportion Correct on the First Training List

on Day 2 (List 6), Conditional on a Correct

Response On the Last Training List on Day 1

(List 4)

Retention Interval

Short Long

No transcription group .67 ·70

Transcription group

All items P on both lists .63 ·59

All items P on both lists ·95 .86



Table 11

Proportion of Correct Responses to Items Classified

According to Whether Phonemic Transcription

was Available (p) or not Available (p) on

the Preceding Trial and on';the Present Trial

Proportion Correct on

Present Trial

Preceding Trial Present Trial Day 1 Day 2

P P .76 .79

P P .70 .78

P P .72 .81

P P ·75 .76





The major finding was that the availability of phonemic transcription

during the learning of Russian auditory - orthographic associations does not

appear to improve performance on a test when the transcription is no longer

present. Nor did learning with auditory presentation of the choice alternatives

lead to higherc;scores on the test. Finally, the comparison of short vs. long

inter-session intervals in Experiment II revealed that retention differences,

as measured from Day 2 performance, were neglible. It seems plausible that

the lack of continued improvement from list to list at least partly accounts

for the failure to find a persistent effect of the retention interval~c If a

higher level of learning had been reached on Day 1, more forgetting during

the interval might have appeared. In both .experiments, our claim that phonemic

transcription is of very limited value in facilitating learning has only

been tested and affirmed under the condition of partial, .not· complete, learning.

~5-
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APPENDIX A

Sample Items from Each List
List

1. PO-EO PO-EO JIO-EO EO-EO

2. IJ;A-CA lIl,A-CA CA-CA IJ;A-CA

3. HhI-HItl XIil-HIt1 HhI-HIt1 HIt1-HItl

EOHA TIEPO · •
4. MfIrIt1 rOPID

MIDP.lI
. • •

5. JIYTIhI ,UhIH.lI MOP.lI

rAJIE • • .
6. ,UYHE IJ;YKA. MOChE

7. JIEHll ChECTh BOJIK XAPll

8. BETh BEC rY'!'h TIhIIII
• JIECA • •

9. rOPbI rOPhI TIPY,UA,

10. KOM KOM [JOTI C3P
• · •

11- PYKE PYKE HEEY TI:VTIII,E
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APPENDIX B

Experiment IX Instructions

List 4, Regular Stressed Vowels. You are going to hear
a list of Russian words. Each of the key Russian words has
two syllables, one of which is more loudly stressed than the
other. The stressed syllable will have one of five vowel sounds,
approximately like the /a/ in father, the /e/ in Betty, the /0/
in foresight, the /u/ in ruler, the /i/ in milky or pizza.
Listen to which vowel has the loud stress in the key word.
Decide which of the three alternatives on your answer sheet
has the same vowel, with the same loud stress, as the key
word. Circle this answer. Then see if you were right by
looking at the word in the first column of the next line.
Then listen to the next key word and continue as before.

List 2L Regular Unstressed Vowels. You are going to hear
a list of Russian two syllable words. Like the words in the
preceding session, one syllable is stressed and the other is
unstressed, or quieter. This time, you are to listen for the
unstressed vowel in the key word. The unstressed syllable
will have one of three vowel sounds, approximately like the
/a/ in father, the /ul in ruler, the /i/ in milk or pizza,
and will be softer than the other syllable. After you have
decided which vowel in the key word is unstressed, examine
the three-alternatives on the sheet in front of you. Circle
the word that has the same unstressed vowel as the key word.
After you have answered, look at the first column of the line
below to see if your answer was correct. Then listen for the
unstressed vowel in the next key word.

List £,_Irri2gular Unstressed Vowels. As with List 5 in
the preceding session, your task is to identify the unstressed
vowel in the key word and circle the answer which contains
the same unstressed vowel on your answer sheet. It will help
you to know that in Russian the letter than looks like 0 sounds
like this when unstressed: /a/ or /a/, and that the letter
that looks like E when it is unstressed sounds like this: Iii.
Remember, each time you listen, to check your answer for
correctness"

List I, Regular CVC. You are going to hear a list of one~

syllable Russian words. Each of the key words ends in one or
more consonants. Listen for the very last consonant sound,
and decide which one ends in the same consonant sound as the
key word. Circle your answer, then look at the first column
of the line below to see if it is correct. Then listen for
the last consonant sound of the next key word.



List 8, Irregular eve. As with List 7, in the preceding session,
your task is to identify the final consonant sound of the key word.
Listen for the very last consonant sound. Then decide which alternative
ends in the same consonant sound as the key word. It will help you to
know that there are six Russian letters which have a differenent
pronunciation from the usual one when they are at the end of a word.

,U sounds more like a t than a d

E " " " " E. " " b

B " " " " f " " v

r " " " " k " " g.

}K, " " " " sh " " zh

3 " " " .. s " " z

Your task is still to decide which alternative has the same final sound
as the key word.

Instructions for Test based on Lists 1-8.

You are going to have a test on three kinds of items selected from
the lists you have been working with ~p until now. One kind of item
is the consonant-vowel pair in whIch, for example, you hear this-:-
[mi-mjI] and then select the appropriate spelling [MhI-MH ] from the
three alternatives on your answer sheet. Another example of this kind
of paIr is this: [ta-da] which would correspond to the approprIate
spelling [ TA-,UA ] on your sheet. The second kind of item is ~he

one-syllable word endIng in a conson8.i1t which you must identify·.·····For
Instance if you hear this: [porsh] [ rroPIIl ] you pick the alternative
which also ends in the sound [sh], for instance [gyelysh] [rEJIIIl ].
The thIrd kInd of item Is the two-syllable word in which you lIsten for
the unstressed vow~ For Instance, If you hear this: [na'ri] [ HlCPbI
the unstressed vowel Is [i] [hI ] and the correct alternatIve to pick
might be [l';'ri] [ nyPhI] which also ends in unstressed [i] [bI ]; "
Another example of this third kind of Item might be this: / [g,lpa]/ [ rYITA ]
with an unstressed [a] [A], and the right answer is [shali] WAJIhI ]
which also has an unstressed [a] [A]. Only these three kInds of items
are Included, the consonant-vowel pair, ~he 0he-syllable word whose
final consonant you must Identify,and the two-syllable word whose
unstressed vowel is what you listen for.
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Since this is a test, you will of course not be given the
right answer. Thus there are only three columns of words on your
answer sheet, which are the three alternatives for each item.
For some of you, there will be other differences between the
test procedure and the experimental procedure which you have
been following. On the test, you will see only the Russian
spellings, and you will look at the alternatives, not hear them.

Lists 9~10, 2-word sentences. You are going to hear a
list of short Russian sentences, consisting of two words of
various lengths. From the three alternatives on the sheet
before you, decide which word was one of the 2 words you heard
in the sentence. Circle the word which corresponds to one of
the two words you heard in the two-word key sentence. Look at
the first column of the line below to see if your answer is
correct. Then listen to the next key sentence, and again, decide
which of the three alternative words was the one that occurred
in the sentence. Continue to the end in this manner.

List 11 has longer sentences.
You are going to hear.a list of Russian sentences of various

lengths. From the three alternatives on the sheet before you,
decide which word was the one you heard in the sentence, Look
at the first column of the line below to see if your answer is
correct. Then listen to the next key sentence, and again,
decide which of the three alternative words was the one that
occurred in the sentence. Continue to the end in this manner.
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